
DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
Sales Circular No. D-8/2011 

 
From 

 

  CE/Commercial, 
  DHBVN, Hisar. 
 
To 

  All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge Sub office, in DHBVN. 
 
  Memo No. Ch-8/GM/Comml./ R-16/ 47/10/S/C  Dated: 21/3/2011   
Subject: - Provision of alternate supply from the different sources. 
 
  Nigam is of the view that there are certain category of paramount consumers 

(Govt./ Private) who needs power supply to their system from the different sources depending 

upon technical feasibility and right of way etc. The issue has been considered by the Nigam 

and keeping in view of their importance of services, it has been decided that supply from more 

than one feeding source may be allowed to such consumers subject to the following 

conditions:- 

1) Each feeding source shall be allowed on independent feeder at 11 KV or above voltage 

level for qualifying under this category. 

2) The expenditure for erection of complete infrastructure (from feeding source to 

receiving end i.e. consumer premises) for connecting to the nearby supply sources will 

be borne by the consumer.                                                                                                                

3) The fixed charges & MMC are to be levied at the normal rates by treating each 

connection from different sources as separate connection. 

4) Billing shall be made by treating each connection from different sources as separate 

connection for all purpose and intents. 

5) The consumer shall be responsible for providing of terminal / safety equipments as 

required under the various provisions of Act / Rules.   

6) Before energization, the electrical system must be inspected by the Chief Electrical 

Inspector to Govt. of Haryana.  

7) After energization, the new electrical system will become the property of the Nigam and 

an undertaking in this regard shall be taken from the consumer.  

8) The sanctioning authority shall obtain NOC from HVPN authorities before sanction of 

the load to the consumer in case HVPN sub-station is involved.  

  The WTD will decide to allow the alternate supply on the merit of each case 

after approval of Design and Drawing by the CE/P&D, DHBVN, Hisar.  

  The above instructions may be brought to the notice of the concerned for 

meticulous compliance. 
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